Hound Group

Beagles (15 Inch)  43  BB/G1/BIS  GCh FoxTail's Race For The Chase. HP43613202
Ibizan Hounds      40  BB/G2     gch paradise bette davis eyes. HP43592101
Beagles (13 Inch)  14  BB/G3     GCH Barrister's Diamonds Are A Girl's Best Friend. HP35986702
Salukis            26  BB/G4     GCH Baghdad A Missdemeanor. HP47409502
Three Rivers Kennel Club  
Sunday, September 13, 2015

**Ibizan Hounds, Open Smooth Coat Dogs**

19  
**1**  
Harehill's Counter Intelligence SC FCH. HP42938304  

**Ibizan Hounds, Open Wire Coat Dogs**

21  
2  
Sunrumba's Fringe Fozzie Moppet. HP41632705  

23  
1  
Aliki Notanuff Obladi Oblada. HP45890504  

**Ibizan Hounds, 12-18 mos Bitches**

6  
1/R  
Fusion's Jessica Rabbit. HP48555402  

**Ibizan Hounds, Bred-By-Exhibitor Bitches**

8  
1  
KAMAR ALISIAN FIELDS FINAL LI LAVA DEAR SC. HP45944004  
8/13/2013 Breeder: Katie Belz and Alisa Barbour. Sire: Amigo Del Sol D'or Dam: DC Alisian Fields Kenzie of Kamar LCX MC. Owner:ALISA BARBOUR / BREEDER.

10  
2  
Icycold Every Second Counts. HP46774802  

12  
AB  
Fusion's Batgirl. HP48555401  

**Ibizan Hounds, Open Smooth Bitches**

14  
3  
DaVinci & Dreamworks Glamorous . HP38869604  

16  
2  
Kamars Enchanted Phoenixxxx SC Fch. HP42824901  

18  
AB  
Icycold Take A Second Look At Me. HP46774801  

20  
1/W  
HareHill's No More Drama At GDAB. HP45890308  

**Ibizan Hounds, Best of Breed**

24  
AB  
DC GCH Davincis's Primera Nina. HP32936101  

26  
DC GCH ALIKI'S YADA YADA YADA SC LCX. HP34835501  

27  
GCH SunRumba's LoveStruck By Life. HP35300207  

28  
AB  
GCH DC Jakona's Swiss Miss SC. HP38058404  

29  
GCH Arbeca's Opus for Danzante SC FCH. HP36466401  

30  
GCH Rising Sun's For My Broken Heart. HP38200406  
31  SEL  CH Arbeca's Sahhaar Of Husn CGC. HP40422006  
Owner:Carol Dickerson Kauffman.

32  GCH SunRumba's Fringe in Lilac N Lace of Aigh, SC, TCP . HP41632708  

34  GCH DC HareHill's Agent Provocateur SC. HP42938301  

35  OS  L-Wyd's I Won't Back Down. HP43021905  

36  Gch Dc HareHill's Adorable Mata Hari at Danzante SC. HP42938302  

37  Ch. HareHill's More Bang for the Buck at Highland. HP45890302  

39  CH RisingSun's Baby Hold On To Me. HP47989401  

40  gch paradise bette davis eyes. HP43592101  

42  DC Aliki Notanuff's Spice It Up A Notch SC. HP44577808  

44  CH HareHill's Less Talk More Action SC. HP45890301  

46  GCH Hare Hill's More Than A Woman At Rising Sun. HP45890307  

48  SEL  Ch. HareHill's Say No More. HP45890315  

50  CH Aliki Notanuff Lovely Rita. HP45890501  

52  AB  CH Kamars Final Rain. HP45954010  

54  ChDAVAL-WYNDS POSSUM QUEEN OF NEVEAH. HP47301103  
4/14/2014 Breeder: HEIDI CLEVENSTINE & LINDSAY THORNE. Sire: DC YARS CHRISTOPHER cOLUMBUS SC Dam: CH LWYNS GOIN'UP'NGOIN'FAST A'DAVALLIA. Owner:LISA VENEGAS, HEIDI